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ABSTRACT 
We generalize and unify some theorems concern4 with the esistenw of a pencil 
with a prescribed s&pencil and prescribed strict equivalence class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some results are known on the existence of a pencil with a prescribed 
subpencil and prescribed strict equivalence class. Our purpose is to give 
generalizations and unified statements concerned with those results. We are 
particularly interested in the following Theorems l-4. Throughout this 
paper, F denotes a field. Given a polynomial matrix C and its invariant 
factors, (Ye 1 . . . I a,, r = rank C, we adopt the convention that ai = 0 when- 
*This work was done within the activities of the Centro de lilgehra da Universidadr de 
Lisboa (I.N.I.C.) and was supported by Projwto 87463 of J.N.I.C.T. 
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ever i > r and ai = 1 whenever i < 0. Given a polynomial f, d(f) denotes 
its degree. We assume that the least common multiples of polynomials in the 
variable A and the invariant factors of matrices over F[h] arc always manic. 
Let u ,,..., cl,,,b ,,..., /I,, heintegers, andlet c,zc:(l,..., q+{l,..., y}be 
permutations such that u,(,) > . . . > Us and blCClj > . . . > l~tccsj. We write 
(a,, , u,,> -C (b,, , bs) whenever u, + . . . + u,, = b, + . . . + b(, and u I(1) 
+ . . . + u,.(i, < b,,.(,, + . . . + hlccij, for i E (1,. , (1 - l}. 
TIIEOREM 1 (S5 [3], Thompson [s]). Let A E F”x’t, B E F”‘X”‘, m 2 n. 
LR1 (Y1l ... ICY,, and y,I ... I y,,, be the invariant fttctors of hl,, - A and 
AI,,, - B, respectively. The followin g conditions are ectuiculent :
(al> There exists u matrix sirnilur to B contuining A us a principul 
submatrix. 
TIWOREZI 2 (Z&alla [6]). Let A, E F”x”, A; E F(“‘P”)x”, B E F”lX”‘, 
man. Let a11 ... Ia,, und y,I ... y,,, be the invariant fuctors of 
Al,, - A, 
[ 1 -A, and Al,,, - B, 
respectively. Let k, > . . > k,,,_,, he the minimal indices for the rows of 
The following conditions ure equivalent: 
(a2) There exists u matrix of the form 
A, * 
[ 1 A, * EF ,,t x 1,) 
similar to B. (The symbol * denotes unspecified elements.) 
(b2) One has 
Yi I ai I Yi+(ni-n), iE{l,...,n}, 
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and 
(k, +I,..., k,,,_,,+l)~(d((~“‘-‘)-d(a”‘-“-‘),...,cl(a’)-d(a”)), 
where 
& = & 
I ... u;+,~ and ui/ = Icm( CX~ _j, yi). 
i E(l,..., n + j), j E {O, 1,. . , m - n). 
Two matrices [A, A,],[B, B3] E F”‘x(“l+“), where A,, B, E F”lx”‘, are 
said to be r-equivalent [6] if there exist P E F”‘X”‘, Q E Fhx”, R E F”x”’ 
such that P and Q are nonsingular and 
I*1 B,]=P-‘[A, Ax] 
It is easy to see that [A, A,] and [B, B2] are r-equivalent if and only if 
[AZ,,, - A, I - As] and [AI,,, - B, I - BP1 are strictly equivalent. Similarity 
coincides with r-equivalence when h = 0. 
THEOREM 3 (Zaballa [7]). Let A,, B, E F”‘X”L, B, E Fmxk. Let CI, I . . . I 
an, and yll..* I y,,, be the invariant factors of AI,,, - A, and [AI,,, - 
B,(- B2], respectively. bt r,& ... >rP>rP+L= .‘. =rIL (=O) he the 
minimal indices for the columns of [Al,,, - B, 1 - B,], where p = rank B,. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a3) There exists A, E F “I “’ such that [A 1 A, ] is r-equivalent to 
[R, *,I. 
0~3) One has 
YilaitYi+p, iE{l,...,m}, 
and 
(r ,,..., rP)i(d(BP)-d(8P-1) ,..., d(B’)-d(e”)), 
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where 
i E { 1,. , n2 - p + _j}, j E (0, 1, . . . , p}, 
REMAKK 1. It is easy to SW that, using the language of pencils, condi- 
tions (al), (a2), and (a3) can IX rcplaccd with, respectively: 
(al’) There exists a pencil strictly, equivalent to AZ,,, - B containing 
Al,, - A as a suhpencil. 
(a2’) There exists a pencil strictly equivalent to AZ,,, - B containing 
AI,, - A, 1 
-A, ] 
as a subpencil. 
(a3’) There exists a pencil strictly equivalent to [AZ,,, - B, 1 - B,] contain- 
ing A I,,, - A, as a subpencil. 
REMAKK 2. Another result of this type is known [2, 4, 81: Assuming that 
A,, E F”x(“‘P,I), B E F”Lx?IZ, 172 > n, it gives necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of a matrix 
similar to B. Using the language of pencils, it gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a pencil strictly equivalent to AZ,,, - B 
containing A ,z. as a subpencil. 
THEOREM 4 (BaragaGa [l]). Suppose that F is infinite. Let C(A) E 
F[A]“X”, D(A) E F[A]“LXf” he regular pencils, m > n. LA ff, I . . . I a,, and 
y1 I . . . I y,,, be the homogeneous inouriunt factors of C(A) and D(A), respec- 
tively. The following conditions are equiculent : 
(a4) There exists a pencil strictly equivalent to D(A) containing C(A) as a 
subpencil. 
(b4 Y, I a, I Y,+~(,,~_,,), i E (1,. , n). 
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2. UNIFIED THEOREMS 
Our first result unifies Theorems 1, 2, and 3. 
T,IE()HE~I 5. ht A, E F”x”, A, E F”‘“, B, E F”‘x”‘, B, E F”‘““, m > 
n + u. I!.& a, I . . . 1 a,, and y, 1 . . . I y,,, be the invuricmt f&tors of 
AL - A, 
[ 1 - A, and [Al/B, 1 -B2], 
Al,, - *, 
[ 1 -A, ’ 
undlet r,a “’ >r,>r,+l= .. . = r,,( = 0) be the minimul indices for the 
columns of [A I,,, - B, 1 - B2], where p = rank B,. Then conditions ((15) ant1 
(b5) ure eyuiculent: 
(235) There exists a mutrix of the form 
A, * 
[ I 4 * EF ,,rX(m+/r) * * 
I’-equicalent to [B, B,]. 
(115) The following conditions hold: 
6) Y,I’YiIYi+elll_.2 11-11 +p’ iE{L...,?LJ; 
(ii) n+u>d(p”) und 
(k,+l,..., k,,+l)~(n+u-ct(P”~‘),cl(p”-‘) 
- d(py,...,d(p’)- n(p)), 
where 
pj=p{...p;i’+j and p!=lcm(ai_j,Yi),iE(l,...,n+jj, 
jE{O,l,...,u); 
(1) 
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(iii) m > d([“) and 
where 
i 5.’ = 51 i . . 5;,, -p +,, and 5!=lcm(cri-,,,,+,,,+,,,Yi+,-.j), 
i E{l,..., m - p + jl, j E IO, 1,. , PI. 
Proof. Firstly, suppose that there exists a matrix [B; B;] of the form (1) 
r-equivalent to [B, B,], where B; E F”‘x”‘. Let C be the submatrix of Bi 
lyingonrowsandcolumns l,...,n+u.Let pII... Ip,,+,, and iS,l... IS,,, 
be the invariant factors of Al,,+,, - C and AI,,, - B;, respectively. From 
Theorem 2. we have 
Pi I (yt ICLitu, iE{l,...,n}, (2) 
(k, fl,..., k,, +1) 4 @(a”) - d(a”-‘),...,d(a’) - 4a”))> (3) 
where 
,i = ,i . , . u.i 
1 ,,+j and u,i = Icm(a,P.i,p,), (4) 
i E { 1,. , n + j} and j E (0, 1, , u}. According to Theorem 1, 
‘i I Pi I 'i+2(v-r3-tt)~ iE{l,...,n+u}. (5) 
From Theorem 3, we also have 
Yt 1 6i I Yi+pJ iE{l,...,m}, (6) 
(r ,,...,~,)~(d(B”)-c1(8P~l),...,d(8’)-d(e0)), (7) 
where 
6’=o:...8;,_,+j and 0i = lcm(6,, y,+,_j), (8) 
i E { 1,. , m - p + j), j E (0, 1, , pl. 
From (2), (3, and (6), we obtain (i). As @ I a!, we have &p’) -G d(gj), 
i E (1,. ,n + j}, j E (0,. , u}. We also have a0 = LY~ . . . a,, = P” and &a”) 
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=d(/.L,‘~~p,,+,,)=n+u. It ‘. IS not hard to conclude (ii> from (3). In a 
similar way, it can be proved that (iii) results from (7). 
Conversely, suppose that U>5) is satisfied. Let 
Pj = PI’, iE(l,...,n+u-1}, 
I-L n+,, = P::+,,x, 
where x is a manic polynomial of degree n + ZL - cl(p”). We have p, I . . I 
P Ilfl,’ &I -..P,,+,,)= II + u, and (2) is satisfied. Note that, when u = 0, 
we have cZ(p”) = &(Y, . . . a,,) = n and so x = 1. We define polynomials a.’ 
and ai’ according to (4). We have a/ = p,’ whenever i # n + u and d((~“) = 
n + U. Consequently, (3) results from (ii>. According to Theorem 2, there 
exists a matrix 
A, * 
'=A, * [ 1 E F(n+r,)x(lr+r,) 
with invariant polynomials /-L,, . , P,, + I,. 
Let 
where I) is a manic polynomial of degree rn - d(.$“>. When m = n + u, we 
have /?” = 5” and we take I)==. We have 6,l ... la,,,, d(6,...6,,,)=m, 
and it is easy to see that (5) and (6) are satisfied. Note that, when p = 0, we 
have d(EP) = d(r, . . . y,,,) = m and so $ = I. 
According to Theorem 1, there exist a matrix B; with invariant polynomi- 
als 8, I . . . I a,,, and having C as a principal submatrix. 
We define polynomials B’, O/ according to (8). We have 0;’ = 5,’ when- 
ever i # IR and cl(OP) = m. Hence, (7) results from (iii). Using Theorem 3, 
there exists a matrix B$ E F “‘x” such that [B; B;] is r-equivalent to 
[B, B21. n 
REMARK 3. Using the language of pencils, (a5) can be replaced with: 
(as’) There exists a pencil strictly equivalent to [AI,,, - B, 1 - B,] contain- 
ing 
AI,, - A, 
[ 1 -A, 
as a subpencil. 
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REMARK 4. Clearly, Theorem 5 is still valid when we replace “A, E 
F”x”” with “A, E F”X”“, 
“ AI,, - A, 
[ 1 ” -A, with “[Al,, - A, 1 - AZ]“, 
“minimal indices for the rows of 
AI,, - AI 
[ 1 -A, ” with “minimal indices for the 
columns of [AZ,,, - A, ) - A, j,” and the matrix (1) with 
REMARK 5. Theorem 5 produces Theorem 1 when u = h = 0, Theorem 2 
when u = m - n and A = 0, and Theorem 3 when rn = n. 
Let 
x= x Y EF2x2 
[ 1 z tc 
be a nonsingular matrix, and let /J he an indeterminate different from A. For 
each pencil AA + B, A, B E F”‘X”, let 
P,(AA+B)=A(xA+zB)+(yA+uS), 
For each polynomial f( A, F> E F[ A, ~1, let 
The following lemmas give some properties of the functions Px, P;, n, and 
are easy to prove. 
LEMMA 6. The functions Px, P:, n, are inoertible, and 
(PJ’ = Px-I, (Px*)_‘= P.$I, (rIJ’ = n,-I. 
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LEMMIA 7. Iff, g E F[A,~], then 
(a) rI,(fg) = n,cj-m,(gX 
(h) f I g qancl ody zj n,(j) I n,(g), 
(cl d(f) = ruI,(f>>. 
LE:\~\IA 8. Lut A, B E F”‘X”’ and D*(h, p) = AA + pB. Then 
det P~T( D*) = H.(det D*). 
LEMIMA 9. Let A, B, A’, B’ E F”““, D(A) = AA + B, D’(A) = AA’+ B’. 
Then D und D’ nre strictly equitxdent if und only if Px( D> and P,,( 0’) ure 
strictly eyuiculent 
LESltIA lo. ,tet A, B E F”lx”, D(A) = AA + B, r = rank D. Let f,(A, pu> 
( . . . ( f,(A, p) be the homogeneous incuriant factors of D. Then the homoge- 
neous irwariant fuctors of P,(D) ure n,<f,) I . . . I II,(f,.>, while the mini- 
mu1 indices of D and P,Y( D) coincide. 
Proof. Let d, 1 . . I cl,. be the determinantal divisors of the homoge- 
neous pencil D*(A,p) = AA + pB. From the previous lemmas, it is easy to 
conclude that n,(d,) I . . . I n,(d,.) are the determinantal divisors of 
P,*< D*). Therefore 
‘Stczi) 
~ = 
rl,v(di-,) ’ 
iE{l,...,r}, 
where d,, = 1, are the homogeneous invariant factors of P,(D). 
Let E, > . . . 2 E,~_, [respectively, 77, > . . . 2 v,,,_,] he the minimal 
indices for the columns [respectively, rows] of D. Bearing in mind Lemma 9, 
we may assume that D is in the Kronecker canonical form: 
D= [ diag(C,T,,...gT,.,S,, . . . .Sy) 1 01, 
where C is a regular pencil with its homogeneous invariant factors different 
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from 1 equal to the homogeneous invariant factors of D different from 1, 
p = max{i :E~ > O), y = max{j : rlj > O}, 
[Al 0 
T, = 
1 
E FFfX(F,+l) s,i = 
We have 
Px( D) = 
0 l-1 0 
From the first part of the proof, we deduce that the homogeneous 
invariant factors of P,(C) different from 1 are the polynomials 
fIx(f,),...,fIx(j-,) d’ff 1 erent from 1. Since T, has all its homogeneous 
invariant factors equal to 1, Px(Z’,) also has all its homogeneous invariant 
factors equal to 1 = n,(l). Since rank Px(Ti)= ei, we deduce that E, is the 
minimal index for the columns of P,(T,). Analogously, r), is the minimal 
index for the rows of P,(Sj). Now the lemma is obvious. n 
We say that a pencil C(A) E F[A]“‘x” is yuasiregulur if 
rankC(A) =min(m,n}, 
i.e., C(A) does not have, simultaneously, minimal indices for the rows and for 
the columns. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that F is infinite. Let C(A) E F[A](“+“)x”, D(A) 
E F[Al “‘X(“‘+h) he quasiregular pencils, m > n + u. Let CY, I . . * I cxn und 
y11 ... I y,,, be the homogeneous invariant factors of C(A) and D(A), respec- 
tively. Let k,> ... > k,, be the minimal indices for the rows of C(A). L,et 
r,> .. . >rP>rP+l= .. ’ = rh ( = 0) be the minimal indices for the columns 
of D(A). 
Then there exists a pencil strictly equivalent to D(A) containing C(A) as a 
subpencil if and only if (b5) of Theorem 5 is sutisfied. 
Proof. Firstly suppose that none of the pencils C(A) and D(A) has 
infinite elementary divisors. Then C(A) and D(A) are strictly equivalent to 
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pencils of the forms 
Al,, - A, 
[ 1 - A, and [AI,,, - R, 1 - B,,], 
respectively, where A ,, A,, B,, B, are matrices over F. Moreover, (b5Xi) is 
satisfied if and only if the condition that wc obtain from (i), replacing the 
homogeneous invariant factors (Y,, . , a,,, y,, , y,,, with the corresponding 
nonhomogeneous invariant factors, is satisfied. Therefore, in this case, Theo- 
rem 11 results from Theorem 5. 
Now consider the general case. Suppose that C(h) = AC, + C, and 
D(h) = AD, + D,, where C,, C,, D,, D, are matrices over F. Let a;, and y,‘,, 
be the nonhomogeneous invariant factors corresponding to (Y, and y,,,, 
respectively. Let x be an element of F -{O} such that 1-t ux # 0 for every 
root u of c&y,‘,,. Then the pencils 
A( C, - XC,) + C, = Px( AC, + C,) 
A(D,-xD,)+ D,=P.,(AD,+ D2), 
where 
do not have infinite elementary divisors. Note that it is easy to justify this 
when C(A) and D(A) are in the Kronecker canonical form, as we may 
assume without loss of generality. Bearing in mind the previous lemmas and 
the case already studied, it is easy to complete the proof. n 
REMARK 6. Bearing in mind Remark 3, Theorem 11 generalizes Theo- 
rem 5 (when F is infinite). On the other hand, Theorem 11 generalizes 
Theorem 4. 
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